Vw jetta ignition switch recall

Volkswagen Jetta owners have reported 74 problems related to ignition switch under the
electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Volkswagen Jetta based on all problems
reported for the Jetta. The ignition won't turn off, can't shut it down. I was able to turnit off by
applying pressure on the key and tapping the end of the key with pliers. I found this solution on
the internet from other Jetta owners. Volkswagen knows about this common issue and refuses
to do a recall on the ignition switch which costs hundreds of dollar to owners. See all problems
of the Volkswagen Jetta. Often it is nearly impossible to turn the key back to turn the engine off;
seems to be mechanical failure of the ignition switch. This seems to be a common and
pervasive problem with people reporting being unable to turn the engine off for hours. Will have
to have this fixed at probably great expense, as it is obviously not safe to have a car idle
unattended for long periods of time. Ignition switch stopped working and car would not turn on.
Ignition switch is stuck, cannot turn the ignition on. Car was in park and tried turning key to turn
vehicle off. The key will not come out of the ignition switch and car will not turn off.
Disconnected battery, car still would not turn off. I had to remove fuse in order for car to turn
off. Key still not able to be removed. Called dealership and they said this is a reoccurring
problem with Jettas and no recall as been issued. Ive had the car about two or three weeks. The
key struggles to turn when in the ignition, even when I have my foot on the brake. Sometimes it
turns on just fine and sometimes the key absolutely refuses to turn when in the ignition switch.
Its as if im putting the wrong key in there but I only have one vw so this is for sure the right key.
The car squeaks extremely loud. Its a really loud screeching sound and it only happens when I
reverse. Both things only happen every one out of 10 times or so. Vehicle ignition switch sticks.
Sometimes it is hard to turn on other times it is very difficult to turn off. Condition is getting
worse. Ignition switch was stuck in the on position with the engine running. The car was
stopped and in park in a driveway. But this failure could have easily occurred inside a garage.
The car was successfully turned off after breaking the plastic key transmitter and forcing the
key with pliers. Others may not have the strength or tools to force this to turn off. I'm concerned
that this could occur and the engine not being able to be turn off could start a fire or produce
CO poisoning in a closed environment. Part failures such as this should fail in a safe mode. This
is clearly not a safe failure mode. Having issues with ignition switch. I parked vehicle in front of
store location and when I returned to my vehicle the key would not turn. I researched online and
spoke to a mechanic to move the steering wheel left and right to see if the switch had just
locked but after more than an hour of this it still would not turn. Mechanic went to try to work on
it and was also unable to do so and referred me to an import mechanic as he had recently
replaced another Volkswagen with the same issue. Currently vehicle is now having to be towed
to mechanic as key cannot be turned. This seems to be a recurring issue with Volkswagen
vehicles. Ignition switch would not turn off, could not turn off engine. Tl the contact owns a
Volkswagen Jetta. The contact stated that the vehicle would not shut off and the key could not
be removed from the ignition switch. There were no warning indicators illuminated. The failure
occurred intermittently. Spirit auto center of renton sunset blvd n, renton, wa , diagnosed the
vehicle, but did not find a failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was made
aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 90, Tl- the contact owns a Volkswagen Jetta. The
contact received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 19v electrical system, steering
however, the part for the recall repair was unavailable. The contact stated the manufacturer
exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The contact had not contacted the
dealership. The manufacturer was not made aware of the issue. The contact stated that when
they attempt to remove the key out the ignition switch they would have to aggressively the key
before it is released. The contact stated that they would have to do so in order to start or off the
vehicle. The approximate failure mileage was 78, Unable to turn vehicle engine off. Ignition
switch is stuck in the run position and will not turn to off position without breaking key off in the
ignition. Dealership stated that it is a known problem but vehicle was out of warranty and repair
cost over Then would start having the same issue once again. Ignition switch was extremely
hard to turn off. Eventually car would not turn off at all. Key was very hot. Vehicle ran for over 2
hours and would not turn off. The contact stated that the key became stuck in the run position
in the ignition. The contact struck the ignition with a hammer lightly and the key was able to be
released. The vehicle was taken to ciocca Volkswagen lehigh st, allentown, PA , where the
contact was informed that the ignition switch needed to be replaced. The failure mileage was 45,
Not able to take key out of ignition switch. Car is parked and still running not able to take key
out. Ignitions switch won't turn off and car keeps running until brought to shop to turn off. Many
attempts to get the ignition switch to turn off failed, before this happen few time the car turned
off for no reason, not sure if it is related to the ignition switch not turning off problem. The car
will not turn off. The ignition switch will not allow the key to be turned into the off position and it

continues to run. The key cannot be removed. The vehicle is stationary and in park. The contact
owns a Volkswagen Jetta. The contact stated that the ignition cylinder seized and the vehicle
was unable to start. The vehicle was not taken to be diagnosed or repaired. Stone mountain
Volkswagen stone mountain hwy, snellville, GA , and the manufacturer were notified of the
failure. The approximate failure mileage was 66, Ignition key got stuck into ignition switch
making unable to turn the car off, this is the second time this happen, the first time dealer
replace the switch charging over I parked at the store and the key got stuck in the ignition while
the car is running preventing me from turning the car engine off. When he key gets stuck in the
ignition switch with the engine running preventing you from turning the car engine off.
Therefore you can't leave your car to go in the house , store or even to the bathroom. This will
allows your car to be attractive to car theives when you must leave to get help. Needs a recall
ASAP. On may 8, , during a right hand turn, the vehicle stopped running in the middle of a busy
intersection near oakwood hills shopping mall, eau claire WI. The loss of engine power caused
loss of power steering. The vehicle was stranded in intersection. Aaa was called. Vehicle was
able to be re-started and cleared from intersection before aaa arrived. It was driven home. On
may 9, , the vehicle bucked and lost power during a right hand turn at mall drive and highway 93
eau claire. Dtc's checked with none found. I suspect a bad relay or ignition switch. Key
constantly gets stuck in ignition switch and can't turn vehicle off. Vehicle remains running while
key wont turn in off position. Had to disconnect battery terminal and fuel pump fuse to shut
vehicle off. Key still remains stuck in ignition switch. Ignition was stuck on with the engine
running I could not get the car to shut off told by the dealer to let it run out of gas. Looked
online numerous complaints about the ignition switch unable to be shut off car is only 3 years
old. The contact had difficulty turning the key in the vehicle's ignition switch. The failure
occurred without warning. The vehicle was taken to stone mountain Volkswagen stone
mountain hwy, snellville, GA where it was diagnosed that the ignition switch was defective and
needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was
approximately 90, The ignition switch locks, cannot turn off vehicle. This happens with either of
the two ignition keys supplied by dealer. The key is stuck in the on position with engine
running. Had to pull relay to stop engine. Unable to remove key from the ignition switch. While
driving various speeds, the vehicle jerked and hesitated. The vehicle was taken to alexandria
Volkswagen west glebe rd, alexandria, va where it was diagnosed that transmission fluid leaked
from the vehicle and the gasket and oil pan needed to be replaced. In addition, the key became
stuck and fractured inside the ignition switch. The failure was repaired. The manufacturer was
notified of the failures, but no assistance was offered. The failure mileage was 60, The contact
stated that the ignition switch was malfunctioning. The contact had to wiggle the key in order to
turn the engine off. The contact stated that the key fractured and became stuck in the ignition
switch. The dealer leesburg Volkswagen, us, leesburg, FL , acknowledged the failure and stated
that there were no recalls. The contact had an independent mechanic come to his home to
remove the key and repair the ignition switch. The manufacturer acknowledged the contact's
concern, but still wanted to charge him for the repairs. After inserting the key in the ignition
switch, the key was stuck and failed to exit the switch. The vehicle was taken to brandon
Volkswagen e adamo dr, tampa, FL where it was diagnosed that the ignition switch needed to be
replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was 56, Car Problems. Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen
Jetta 1. Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 2. Ignition Switch problem of the
Volkswagen Jetta 3. Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 4. Ignition Switch problem
of the Volkswagen Jetta 5. Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 6. Ignition Switch
problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 7. Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 8. Ignition
Switch problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 9. Ignition Switch problem of the Volkswagen Jetta
Electrical System problems. Ignition Coils Failure problems. Horn Assembly problems. Ignition
problems. Wiring problems. Battery problems. Ignition Module problems. Car Will Not Start
problems. Six problems related to ignition switch have been reported for the Volkswagen Jetta.
The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Volkswagen Jetta based on all problems reported for the Jetta. Car
was in park and tried turning key to turn vehicle off. The key will not come out of the ignition
switch and car will not turn off. Disconnected battery, car still would not turn off. I had to
remove fuse in order for car to turn off. Key still not able to be removed. Called dealership and
they said this is a reoccurring problem with Jettas and no recall as been issued. Having issues
with ignition switch. I parked vehicle in front of store location and when I returned to my vehicle
the key would not turn. I researched online and spoke to a mechanic to move the steering wheel
left and right to see if the switch had just locked but after more than an hour of this it still would
not turn. Mechanic went to try to work on it and was also unable to do so and referred me to an

import mechanic as he had recently replaced another Volkswagen with the same issue.
Currently vehicle is now having to be towed to mechanic as key cannot be turned. This seems
to be a recurring issue with Volkswagen vehicles. The contact owns a Volkswagen Jetta. The
contact stated that the ignition cylinder seized and the vehicle was unable to start. The vehicle
was not taken to be diagnosed or repaired. Stone mountain Volkswagen stone mountain hwy,
snellville, GA , and the manufacturer were notified of the failure. The approximate failure
mileage was 66, While attempting to start the vehicle, the ignition switch would not turn and the
driver was unable to start the engine. After wiggling the key inside the ignition switch,the key
would turn and the engine was started. The vehicle was taken to mike haggerty Volkswagen in
oaklawn, CA where it was diagnosed that the ignition switch was faulty and needed to be
replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified, but no assistance was
offered. The VIN was not available. The failure mileage was 55, Car Problems. Ignition Switch
problem 1. Ignition Switch problem 2. Ignition Switch problem 3. Ignition Switch problem 4.
Ignition Switch problem 5. Ignition Switch problem 6. Other Electrical System related problems
of the Volkswagen Jetta. Electrical System problems Electrical System problems. Horn
Assembly problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Battery problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker
problems. Wiring problems. Ignition Coils Failure problems. Battery Dead problems. Crankshaft
Position Sensor problems. Instrument Panel problems. They also address problems that can
cause a vehicle to be out of compliance with U. Any recall work your vehicle needs should be
completed at a Volkswagen dealer as soon as possible. Please contact your Volkswagen dealer
for further information. To schedule an appointment, click here. If you received a recall letter
concerning your vehicle, you need to schedule an appointment with a Volkswagen dealer to
have the recall work performed. However, there are times when you will have to pay for vehicle
repairs before your dealer can do the recall work. For example:. Please contact your
Volkswagen dealer as soon as possible. They will help you make arrangements to get your
vehicle to the dealership and perform a diagnosis to determine what the problem is. However, if
the diagnosis shows that the problem is not related to the recall, Volkswagen will cover only the
diagnosis for FREE; your dealer will let you know what repairs will be needed, and what your
cost will be to have the work done. Because of this, cars similar to yours may be recalled, but
your car is not affected. Checking with your Volkswagen dealer, or using the VIN lookup tool on
vw. If you have incurred out-of-pocket expenses directly related to a campaign repair and would
like to request reimbursement, information on what Volkswagen needs to review your request is
included in the recall letter you received. Documents will not be returned. A description of the
problem and what repair was done, and the name, address and phone number of the repair
facility that performed the work. Proof of payment for the repair and date payment was made
cancelled check, bank statement, etc. Volkswagen will send you another letter via first-class
mail when the recall repair is available for your vehicle. Until then, if you have any questions or
vehicle concerns, please contact your local Volkswagen dealer or click here to Contact Us.
Automakers are required by Federal law to notify owners within 60 days of notifying the
government NHTSA about a new recall. Because it takes time to develop, test, manufacture and
ship repair parts to dealers, it's not possible for dealers to begin performing recall repairs within
that day timeframe. It's important for owners to be aware of recalls affecting their vehicles,
whether or not a repair is available. A recalled Takata airbag may explode in a crash with airbag
deployment. Sharp metal fragments can hit people and cause serious injury or death. There is
no way to detect if your car might have an airbag inflator potentially at risk of rupturing upon
deployment in a crash. If the airbag light is on in your vehicle, it is not related to this recall
issue. We recommend that you contact your authorized dealer, without delay, to make
arrangements to have the problem diagnosed and repaired. In affected Volkswagen vehicles,
only the driver frontal airbag is included in the Takata recall. The repair is to replace the driver
airbag inflator or driver frontal airbag assembly for FREE. Please make an appointment with a
Volkswagen dealer. To locate a dealer in your area, click here. The interim repair was an
important step to help keep you safe until the final repair became available. Yes, it will. Please
contact the Volkswagen Dealership in your current country of assignment to verify repair
availability. If you are no longer the owner of the vehicle, please disregard the notification. Fuel
may leak from the fuel tank. Leaking fuel, in the presence of an ignition source, may result in a
fire. Parts are available now and repairs have begun. Please contact your local Volkswagen
Dealership to schedule an appointment. If you are not familiar with one, please click here to
locate a Volkswagen Dealer near you. If you smell fuel or notice a puddle of fuel beneath your
vehicle, please contact your nearest Volkswagen dealer right away. Certain model year
Volkswagen Atlas vehicles equipped with a second row bench seat. If a child restraint with a
larger than recommended base is installed in the center position of the second row bench seat,
it may damage both the center and adjacent outboard safety belt buckles. A damaged safety

belt buckle can release unexpectedly, increasing the risk of injury in a crash. The second row
bench seat center and adjacent left outboard safety belt buckles will be inspected and, if
necessary, replaced. Volkswagen will also provide an Owner's Manual supplement addressing
child safety and child restraints. The recall repair is FREE. If you notice any damage to the
second row bench seat safety belt buckles in your vehicle during or after child restraint use,
please contact your nearest Volkswagen dealer right away to have the issue addressed. Click
here to schedule an appointment. To help ensure your safety and the safety of your passengers,
it's important that you have this recall completed on your vehicle. Volkswagen will provide
owners of affected vehicles with an Owner's Manual supplement addressing child safety and
child restraints. The information in the supplement will provide you with additional information
that you can use in conjunction with the information already in the owner's manual that came
with your vehicle. Certain model year Volkswagen Tiguan vehicles. In a crash, the passenger
frontal airbag may not unfold properly or may even tear during deployment. This can result in
an increased injury risk to the front passenger in a crash with airbag deployment. Owners are
advised to not let anyone sit in the front passenger seat until the recall repair has been
performed. Certain model year Volkswagen Atlas vehicles. The nut holding the lower ball joint
of the front wheel in each side may be loose or improperly torqued. A loose or improperly
torqued ball joint nut can result in dislocation of the lower ball joint. This may cause steering,
traction or other stability issues relating to the front wheels and increase the risk of a crash.
Repairs can be scheduled with your authorized Volkswagen dealer now. The brake caliper
carrier bracket bolts may not be torqued to the correct specification. Because of this, the brake
caliper carrier bracket may loosen, causing the brake caliper to move on its mount. If this
happens, it may lead to increased vehicle stopping distance, may damage a wheel or even
cause the vehicle to lose control, increasing the risk of a crash. To correct this defect, your
authorized Volkswagen dealer will inspect affected brake caliper carrier bracket bolts. If a loose
bolt is found, it will be replaced and torqued to the correct specification. Additionally, the brake
caliper fasteners, bleeder valve and brake hose bolt will be checked and torqued to the correct
specification, if necessary. For Passat only dealers will inspect if the parking brake cable is
connected properly. A rattling noise while driving may occur when the affected brake caliper
bolts become loose. Please click here to find a Volkswagen dealer. Certain model year
Volkswagen Atlas and Passat vehicles. Gas bubbles may form in the brake system due to
insufficient chrome coating of the brake caliper pistons. If this happens, braking performance
may be reduced which can increase the risk of a crash. Certain model year Volkswagen Tiguan
vehicles equipped with a panoramic sunroof with ambient lighting. High humidity in the
panoramic sunroof ambient lighting bar LED module caused by environment or by leaving the
sunroof open could lead to a local short circuit. If this happens, there is a risk of a fire. To
correct this defect, dealers will install in-line fuses for the left and right panoramic sunroof
ambient light LED modules. A burning odor or smoke coming from the front of the sunroof
frame indicates that the sunroof LED module may have short circuited. Doing so will only
increase the risk of fire. Get safely away from the vehicle and dial for emergency assistance. DO
NOT attempt to extinguish a vehicle fire on your own. The driver airbag may explode in a crash
with airbag deployment. To correct this defect, your authorized Volkswagen dealer will replace
the driver airbag inflator in your vehicle. To schedule an appointment for this recall repair, click
here. In certain vehicles, an air conditioning evaporator HVAC drain tube may have been twisted
during vehicle assembly. If this tube is twisted, it can lead to water draining inside the
passenger compartment and also onto the airbag control module. If the airbag control module
gets wet, it can malfunction and possibly lead to an unintended airbag deployment. An
unintended airbag deployment can cause injuries to vehicle occupants and possibly lead to a
crash. The HVAC drain tube will be inspected on all affected vehicles. If a twisted tube is found,
the hose as well as the airbag control module will be replaced. A subset of affected vehicles that
our records show have had a twisted drain tube replaced in the past will have the airbag control
module replaced under this recall. The recall repair will be FREE. If this condition is present in
your vehicle, you may notice wet carpet, a foul odor in the interior of the vehicle or the airbag
warning lamp may illuminate. Other warning lights may also illuminate depending on vehicle
equipment and conditions. If any of this happens, contact an authorized Volkswagen dealer
without delay and arrange to have the vehicle inspected. In a crash, it is possible that frontal
airbag deployment may be delayed or the frontal airbags may not deploy at all due to potentially
mis-built airbag crash sensors. This can increase the risk of injury to vehicle occupants in a
crash. Your authorized Volkswagen dealer will replace the airbag crash sensors. The airbag
warning light will come on if an airbag crash sensor failure is detected. Customers are advised:
Do not ignore an illuminated airbag warning light. Hairline cracks may develop in the
accumulator housing of the transmission mechatronic unit. The crack may lead to an internal

leak, whic, in turn, may lead to insufficient transmission oil pressure. If this happens, the
transmission warning light will illuminate in the instrument panel. If the warning light is ignored
and the vehicle is driven, the clutch may not engage. Failure of the clutch to engage may cause
a sudden loss of power to the wheels, potentially leading to a vehicle crash. Your authorized
Volkswagen dealer will perform a TCM software update that will reduce the maximum pressure
in the accumulator housing in order to reduce the stress level. This recall repair is not yet
available, and is estimated to be available late Volkswagen will send you a letter via first-class
mail to let you know when you can schedule the repair with your dealer. Customers are advised:
Do not ignore the transmission warning light if it comes on. If the light comes on, owners are
advised to contact an authorized Volkswagen dealer without delay to have the vehicle
inspected. Over time, a build-up of silicate on the shift lever micro switch contacts can make it
possible to remove the key from the ignition switch without the shift lever being in the "P" Park
position. This makes the vehicle noncompliant with 49 CFR If the ignition key is removed
without the shift lever being in the "P" Park position, there is a risk that the vehicle may roll
away, resulting in a crash that could injure people and damage property. To correct this defect,
your authorized Volkswagen dealer will install an additional switch and circuit board. If this
condition is present in the vehicle, an audible warning sound and failure message may appear
in the instrument cluster. If this happens, owners are advised to contact an authorized
Volkswagen dealer immediately and make arrangements to have the vehicle serviced. Certain
model year Volkswagen vehicles. A small number of zero-series vehicles very early production
vehicles were sold as used after they were no longer needed for internal use. Volkswagen has
discovered that documentation about possible modification s made during the internal use
period may be incomplete. Because of this, Volkswagen cannot verify that the vehicles comply
with all applicable regulatory requirements. Out of an abundance of caution, Volkswagen has
decided to recall these vehicles. If the vehicles do not meet all regulatory requirements, there
could be an increased risk of a crash, fire, or injury. Because of this, Volkswagen has offered
only a repurchase buy back program for this recall. Volkswagen will work directly with you to
complete the vehicle repurchase buy back process as quickly as possible, FREE of charge.
Certain model year Volkswagen Passat and model year Volkswagen Atlas vehicles. The
headlights are not permitted to have a horizontal adjustment for vehicles certified according to
regulatory requirements. The horizontal adjuster is blocked from further adjustment by means
of a cap after the initial adjustment is performed in the production process. Some vehicles did
not have the required cap installed. Incorrectly adjusted headlights may result in reduced
visibility for the driver and other motorists which could increase the risk of a crash. To correct
this defect, dealers will inspect and, if necessary, install missing headlight adjusting screw
caps. Over time, a build-up of silicate on the shift lever micro switch contacts can result in an
isolation-like layer that may be interpreted as an open micro switch. If the ignition key is
removed without the shift lever being in "P" Park position, there is a risk that the vehicle may
roll away, resulting in a crash that could injure people and damage property. To correct this
defect, dealers will install an additional switch and circuit board. If this condition is present in
the vehicle, an audible warning sound and failure message may appear in instrument cluster
while the vehicle is in motion, due to the micro switch failure a non-existent "P" Park shift lever
position is incorrectly detected. If this happens, owners are advised to contact an authorized
Volkswagen dealer immediately and make arrangements to have the vehicle inspected. An
inadvertent airbag deployment may increase the risk of an injury due to the deployment or
increase the risk of a crash without warning. A deactivated airbag in case of a crash may
increase the risk of an injury in a crash where an airbag deployment would have been
necessary. Your authorized Volkswagen dealer will install new software that is able to detect an
increase of the Equivalent Series Resistance ESR. This recall repair is available now. After the
new software is installed under this recall, the system may detect an internal fault that will
require replacement of the airbag control module. Because of this, Volkswagen is also
providing extended warranty coverage for the airbag control module if a certain, specific fault
code related to the faulty capacitor this recall addresses is present at the time of diagnosis.
Certain model year Volkswagen Passat vehicles. Volkswagen has discovered that
documentation about possible modification s made to the recalled internal use vehicles during
their internal use period may be incomplete or could not be verified. Volkswagen is not aware of
any accidents or injuries as a result of this issue. Due to the potential inclusion of non-standard
components, missing documentation of the actual build status and unknown potential for
modifications made during internal use, Volkswagen cannot specifically identify a safety risk.
Volkswagen will notify all affected owners via first-class mail to let them know when they can
begin the repurchase buy back process for their vehicle. Volkswagen will send you a letter via
first-class mail notifying you that the repurchase process can begin for your vehicle. Until then,

if you have any questions or vehicle concerns, please click here to find a Volkswagen dealer or
click here to Contact Us. Due to a possible manufacturing error, the electronic brake booster
pressure input rod may not be correctly attached to the brake pedal. This may lead to a reduced
pedal ratio and to an increased actuating force or to a disconnection of the pressure input rod.
Additionally, in the event of a failure of the 12V power supply, the brake performance may be
impaired due to the reduced pedal ratio and the resulting increased actuation force. An
increased actuating force or a disconnected input rod may lead to abnormal brake behavior and
may increase the risk for a crash. To correct this defect, dealers will inspect and, if necessary,
replace the electronic brake booster and mounting of the pressure rod OR the mounting of the
pressure rod only, depending on the inspection results. To remove the safety defect, dealers
will inspect and, if necessary, replace the electronic brake booster and mounting of the
pressure rod OR the mounting of the pressure rod only, depending on the inspection results.
This repair can be scheduled now with an authorized Volkswagen dealer. Volkswagen will notify
all affected owners via first-class mail to let them know the recall repair is available. Recall FAQ.
General Recall QA. What is a recall? Do recalls have an expiration date? No â€” recalls do not
have an expiration date. Is there a recall on my vehicle? There is a recall on my vehicle. Can I
get a loaner vehicle? The closest Volkswagen dealer is a very long distance from me. How can I
make an appointment for recall repairs? I received a recall letter in the mail from Volkswagen ,
but I'm pretty sure I have already had the affected part replaced. Do I still need to have the recall
work done? What will it cost to have a recall repair completed? Recall repairs are FREE. If you
have aftermarket equipment installed on your vehicle and your dealer determines that it would
interfere with or prevent the safe completion of the recall repair, you will need to have the
aftermarket equipment removed at your expense before the recall work can be done. If there is a
pre-existing vehicle issue such as a vehicle problem that causes an illuminated warning light
and your dealer determines that it would interfere or prevent the safe completion of the recall
repair, you will need to have the problem fixed before the recall work can be done. I think my
vehicle has the recall problem that I read about in the recall letter I received. What should I do?
Why is that? I paid to have a problem fixed on my car, and now there is a recall for the same
problem. Can I be reimbursed? Documentation must include: The name and address of the
person who paid for the repair. Please note:. Your claim will be acted upon within 60 days of
receipt. If your claim is approved, you will receive a check from Volkswagen. Reimbursement
may be limited to the amount the repair would cost if it had been completed by an authorized
Volkswagen dealer. If your claim is incomplete we will contact you and offer you the opportunity
to provide additional documentation to support your claim. If your claim is denied we will
contact you with the reason s for denial. I did my own repairs to fix a problem on my car, and
now there is a recall for the same problem. I received a recall letter, but it said that the recall
repair is not yet available. How will I know when I can get my vehicle fixed? Show All. What
Volkswagen vehicles are included in the Takata airbag recalls? Why are certain Takata airbags
being recalled? Are there any warnings that indicate a Takata airbag inflator is at risk for
exploding? Are all of the airbags in my Volkswagen made by Takata? My Volkswagen is
included in a Takata recall. My Volkswagen vehicle received an interim Takata airbag recall
repair. I'm in the military overseas with my vehicle. How can this Takata recall be addressed?
Where can I get more information? What vehicles are included in Safety Recall 20AW? Certain
model year Volkswagen Atlas. What is the safety concern for Safety Recall 20AW? What is the
repair for Safety Recall 20AW? The fuel tank will be replaced. When will the repair for Safety
Recall 20AW be available? What is the safety concern for Safety Recall 69X1? What is the repair
for Safety Recall 69X1? When will the repair for Safety Recall 69X1 be available? I've never used
a child restraint in my vehicle. Do I still need to have this recall completed? What additional
information will Volkswagen provide affected owners about using a child restraint in the center
seating position of the second row bench seat? What vehicles are included in Safety Recall
69W8? What is the safety concern for Safety Recall 69W8? What is the repair for Safety Recall
69W8? The passenger airbag will be replaced in affected vehicles. When will the repair for
Safety Recall 69W8 be available? Are there any precautions I should take because my vehicle is
part of Safety Recall 69W8? Is Safety Recall 69W8 related to the Takata recalls? What vehicles
are included in Safety Recall 69W9? What is the safety concern for Safety Recall 69W9? What is
the repair for Safety Recall 69W9? Are there any precautions I should take because my vehicle
is part of Safety Recall 69W9? Is Safety Recall 69W9 related to the Takata recalls? What vehicles
are included in Safety Recall 40N4? What is the safety concern for Safety Recall 40N4? What is
the repair for Safety Recall 40N4? The lower ball joint nuts will be replaced. When will the repair
for Safety Recall 40N4 be available? Are there any precautions I should take because my vehicle
is part of Safety Recall 40N4? What vehicles are included in Safety Recall 40N5? What is the
safety concern for Safety Recall 40N5? What is the repair for Safety Recall 40N5? One or both of

the lower ball joint nuts will be replaced. When will the repair for Safety Recall 40N5 be
available? Are there any precautions I should take because my vehicle is part of Safety Recall
40N5? What vehicles are included in Safety Recall 46H6? What is the safety concern for Safety
Recall 46H6? What is the repair for Safety Recall 46H6? When will the repair for Safety Recall
46H6 be available? Are there any precautions I should take because my vehicle is part of Safety
Recall 46H6? Safety Recall 47N8 â€” Brake Calipers. What vehicles are included in Safety Recall
47N8? What is the repair for Safety Recall 47N8? Bleed the front and rear brake calipers. When
will the repair for Safety Recall 47N8 be available? Are there any precautions I should take
because my vehicle is part of Safety Recall 47N8? Safety Recall 47N9 â€” Brake Calipers. What
vehicles are included in Safety Recall 47N9? What is the safety concern for Safety Recall 47N9?
What is the repair for Safety Recall 47N9? This repair requires bleeding the front and rear brake
calipers. When will the repair for Safety Recall 47N9 be available? What vehicles are included in
Safety Recall 60D1? What is the safety concern for Safety Recall 60D1? What is the repair for
Safety Recall 60D1? When will the repair for Safety Recall 60D1 be available? Are there any
precautions I should take because my vehicle is part of Safety Recall 60D1? What vehicles are
included in Safety Recall 69Y5? What is the safety concern for Safety Recall 69Y5? What is the
repair for Safety Recall Y? When will the repair for Safety Recall 69Y5 be available? Are there
any precautions I should take because my vehicle is part of Safety Recall 69Y5? There are no
warnings that an airbag is at risk of exploding when it deploys in a crash. What vehicles are
included in Safety Recall 87F9? What is the safety concern for Safety Recall 87F9? What is the
repair for Safety Recall 87F9? When will the repair for Safety Recall 87F9 be available? Are there
any precautions I should take because my vehicle is part of Safety Recall 87F9? Safety Recall
69AL. What vehicles are included in Safety Recall 69AL? What is the safety concern for Safety
Recall 69AL? What is the repair for Safety Recall 69AL? When will the repair for Safety Recall
69AL be available? Safety Recall 34J6. What vehicles are included in Safety Recall 34J6? What
is the safety concern for Safety Recall 34J6? What is the repair for Safety Recall 34J6? When
will the repair for Safety Recall 34J6 be available? Are there any precautions I should take
because my vehicle is part of Safety Recall 34J6? What vehicles are included in Compliance
Recall 37L5? What is the safety concern for Compliance Recall 37L5? What is the repair for
Compliance Recall 37L5? When will the repair for Compliance Recall 37L5 be available? Are
there any precautions I should take because my vehicle is part of Compliance Recall 37L5?
Compliance Recall 01C5 â€” Vehicle Noncompliance. What vehicles are included in Compliance
Recall 01C5? What is the concern for Compliance Recall 01C5? What is the remedy for
Compliance Recall 01C5? Vehicles affected by this recall cannot be repaired. Time is of the
essence. Compliance Recall 01C6 â€” Vehicle Noncompliance. What vehicles are included in
Compliance Recall 01C6? What is the concern for Compliance Recall 01C6? What is the remedy
for Compliance Recall 01C6? Compliance Recall 94L9. What vehicles are included in
Compliance Recall 94L9? What is the safety concern for Compliance Recall 94L9? What is the
repair for Compliance Recall 94L9? When will the repair for Compliance Recall 94L9 be
available? Compliance Recall 37M2. What vehicles are included in Compliance Recall 37M2?
What is the safety concern for Compliance Recall 37M2? What is the repair for Compliance
Recall 37M2? When will the repair for Compliance Recall 37M2 be available? Are there any
precautions I should take because my vehicle is part of Compliance Recall 37M2? Safety Recall
69Z5. What vehicles are included in Safety Recall 69Z5? What is the safety concern for Safety
Recall 69Z5? What is the repair for Safety Recall 69Z5? When will the repair for Safety Recall
69Z5 be available? Are there any precautions I should take because my vehicle is part of Safety
Recall 69Z5? Compliance Recall 01D7. What vehicles are included in Compliance Recall 01D7?
What is the concern for Compliance Recall 01D7? What is the repair for Compliance Recall
01D7? When will the repair for Compliance Recall 01D7 be available? Compliance Recall 01D8.
What vehicles are included in Compliance Recall 01D8? What is the concern for Compliance
Recall 01D8? What is the repair for Compliance Recall 01D8? When will the repair for
Compliance Recall 01D8 be available? Safety Recall 47P8. What vehicles are included in Safety
Recall 47P8? What is the safety concern for Safety Recall 47P8? What is the repair for Safety
Recall 47P8? When will the repair for Safety Recall 47P8 be available? Your browser is not
supported. Volkswagen is expanding a recall from to prevent drivers from removing the ignition
key if their vehicles are not in park, according to filings with the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration NHTSA. The problem is electrical, a kind of issue that has plagued VW in the
past, and relates to a defective switch contact in the gear selector housing. A silicate layer can
form on the contact; and, because of higher resistance, prevent the switch from detecting
whether the gear selector is in park. When that happens, the car might throw a warning
message, issue a chime sound, or do nothing at all. A total of , cars are affected in the U.
However, only these models with automatic transmission, a manual-crank hand brake, and a

flip-out metal ignition keyâ€”remember, the ones you used to stick in the steering column? The
company previously recalled 33, Golf and Golf SportWagen models in July and, through further
testing, realized the problem extended to hundreds of thousands of extra cars. At this time, the
company did not cite any injuries or accidents related to this defect. As with that recall, the
solution is rather extensive. Dealers have to install a new switch inside the gear
2007 chevy malibu owners manual
car antenna autozone
2000 toyota tundra starter relay location
shift lever housing, disable the old switch without removing it, and connect a circuit board to
the wiring harness that wasn't originally equipped on these cars. The board is supposed to limit
the "current spikes" that were causing the problem, VW said. The company has made fixes to all
current models in production and said it will begin notifying owners in mid-October. New Cars.
Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs
and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of
Michael Simari. The cars can roll away only if a driver removes the key and does not shift into
park. The newly announced recall expands on a recall for the same problem. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Recalls.

